
THE E-MOBILE OFFERING | A WAY TO BUILDING A BETER FUTURE FOR ALL

SOUTH AFRICA`s FIRST CLOUD BASED MOBILE NETWORK



• Earn up to R50 once off activation bonus on all 
activations

• Earn up to R20 ongoing revenue for life on all 
activations

• Earn an additional R20 in silver monthly on the 
gold, platinum and titanium plans

Agent Renumeration



❑ Basic connect   
❑ Guardian call
❑ Discount dial
❑ Secure talk
❑ Educonnect

All the above plans commissions are as follows:

❖ R20 once off activation bonus

❖ R10 ongoing monthly for life as long as the 

plan stays active

Commission Breakdown



❑ Bronze plan
❑ Silver plan
❑ Ultra connect
❑ Primetalk
❑ Safelearn bundle
❑ Safelearn+ bundle

All the above plans commissions are as follows:

❖ R50 once off activation bonus

❖ R20 ongoing monthly for life as long as the plan stays 

active

Commission Breakdown



❑ Gold plan
❑ Platinum plan
❑ Titanium plan

All the above plans commissions are as follows:

❖ R50 once off activation bonus

❖ R20 ongoing monthly for life as long as the plan stays 

active

❖ R20 in pure silver ongoing monthly as long as the plan 

stays active

Commission Breakdown



To create an income of over R36000 per month for life, within 30 
days is possible in three easy steps with our 20/20 vision.

Step 1 Within the first 20 days after activating yourself, make sure 
you activate 20 new clients.

Step 2 Start a WhatsApp chat group with your 20 clients and make 
them the most important people for the next 10 days

Step 3 Utilize the remaining 10 days of the month to train and 
assist your 20 new clients to activate their own 20 clients and in 
turn they do the same.

20/20 vision



The 20/20 vision works on the principal of 20x20x20 down three 
tiers, this would give you a total of 8420 clients you will earn from 
on a monthly basis. The split over the three tiers is as follows

Tier 1 - R10

Tier 2 - R6

Tier 3 - R4

Within 30 days you have now successfully created a business that 
will give you reoccurring income for life without having to do 
another days work. Just sit back relax and watch the money roll in.

20/20 vision



Example 1
Let's say you activated 20 clients on the Gold plan, your income will be as 
follows if you implement the 20/20 vision.

Your once off bonus would be R50x 20 clients = R1000 paid directly to your 
bank account. Your monthly income over the three tiers would be as follows.

Tier 1  Twenty clients x R10 = R200 monthly

Tier 2 Four hundred clients x R6 = R2400 monthly

Tier 3 Eight thousand clients x R4 = R36000 monthly

Total monthly income R38600

Please remember we charged R269 for which we returned to everyone the 
value of over R5000.

We also paid you R1000 in activation bonuses. The R20 we are splitting 
comes from the profit of emobile.

Income Breakdown



Additional to the cash component on the 
gold plan you also receive R20 in pure 
silver, this is also paid out via the three 
tiers exactly like above. 

This now equates to an additional R38600 
monthly income. This income gets allocated 
to your silver wallet in your back office.

Silver Wallet



1. SafeLearn bundle
2. SafeLearn+ bundle

These are the two school bundles. By becoming a school activating agent 
you will earn as follows:

Lets say a school has 1000  learners and activates all of them, you as the 
agent will now earn the following:

R50 once off x 1000 learners = R50000 once off

R20 monthly reoccurring x 1000 learners = R20000 monthly

The school earns R20 x 1000 learners monthly reoccurring = R 20000

By activating 10 schools you will earn R500 000 once off

And R200 000 monthly

The SMS program (support my school)


